Frequently Asked
Questions
Q:
A:

What age are the “Tiny” classes suited for?
“Tiny“ classes are perfect for the 5-7 year old.

Q:
A:

What levels are suited for my 8-11 yr. old dancer?
Dancers who are between the ages of 8-11 years old can try Ballet 2 to start and our Advanced Beginner level
classes. Once they have tried the classes they are interested in, we can discuss whether or not this is the perfect
level for them of if another level would be better.

Q:
A:

What is the difference between Ballet 4 Fast Track and General?
If you have completed Ballet 3 you have the choice of trying either Ballet 4 Fast Track or General. Ballet 4 Fast
track is a mandatory two classes per week (Tuesday and Thursday). General Ballet 4 is on Friday and cannot be
one of the two Fast Track classes. Usually we encourage younger Ballet 4 students (8, 9, even some 10 yr. old’s)
to take the general class and then take Ballet 4 Fast Track thenext year.

Q:

What should I do if I have never taken class at Nunnbetter Dance Theatre before, or want to take anew style
of dance?
Participate in our Free Day of Dance in September! Or you can register for a free trial class at any time during
the year. This is a great way for new dancers to try classes, and returning dancers, new styles. Also, if you have
questions, email Ms. Kim at Kim@NunnbetterDance.com

A:

Q:
A:

How will I know what uniform I need?
Nunnbetter Dance Theatre Uniform requirements are posted on our website. We have a variety of our
uniforms available for purchase at the studio. And if we do not have what you need, we can direct you to
where you can purchase the uniform requirements.

Q:
A:

Where should I park?
Parking for NDT is located on the side of building. Please do NOT park across the street, especially in the Sweet
Peas daycare lot. You will get towed. Also, for safety reasons, we ask that there be no pick up or drop off in
front of the studio door. Traffic is dangerous for this random stopping.

